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The complexity of even the simplest known life forms makes efforts to
synthesize living cells from inanimate components seem like a daunting task. However, recent progress toward the creation of synthetic
cells, ranging from simple protocells to artiﬁcial cells approaching the
complexity of bacteria, suggests that the synthesis of life is now a realistic goal. Protocell research, fueled by advances in the biophysics of
primitive membranes and the chemistry of nucleic acid replication, is
providing new insights into the origin of cellular life. Parallel efforts
to construct more complex artiﬁcial cells, incorporating translational
machinery and protein enzymes, are providing information about the
requirements for protein-based life. We discuss recent advances and
remaining challenges in the synthesis of artiﬁcial cells, the possibility
of creating new forms of life distinct from existing biology, and the
promise of this research for gaining a deeper understanding of the nature of living systems.
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range from short oligonucleotides for model
protocells to much longer RNAs for artiﬁcial
cells that incorporate viral polymerases to even
larger DNA genomes that approach the size
of bacterial genomes. We then review recent
work on compartments, the supramolecular
structures that deﬁne the cellular nature of life.
Most compartment boundaries are vesicles
composed of bilayer membranes, but they range
widely in composition from simple fatty acids
to more complex lipids and to various synthetic
nonbiological lipids. Finally, we discuss efforts
to integrate replicating genomes with replicating compartments to generate artiﬁcial cells
that are capable of sustained reproduction and
Darwinian evolution. We also discuss efforts
to generate cell-like structures based on nonbiological genetic materials and nonbiological
forms of compartmentalization. We do not
discuss the top-down approach of systematically removing genes from extant organisms
to achieve a minimal genome (1), nor do we
consider the creation of new types of cells by
genome synthesis or extensive genome editing
(2, 3).

INTRODUCTION

Protocell: a simple
cell-like entity (with a
compartment and
genetic material)
capable of selfreplication,
metabolism, and
Darwinian evolution
Ribozyme: an RNA
molecule that can fold
into a threedimensional structure
and catalyze reactions,
similarly to a protein
enzyme

11.2

Models of the ﬁrst primitive cells, or protocells,
are being created as a way of studying the origin and early evolution of life. Similarly, simpliﬁed models of modern cells are being used
to test our understanding of the requirements
for cellular function, including growth and division. Such divergent goals are inspiring an increasing number of laboratories to work toward
the synthesis of artiﬁcial cells of widely varying
composition and complexity. These efforts are
united by the goals and challenges of assembling
nonliving components into living cells.
In this review, we focus on bottom-up
approaches to the construction of artiﬁcial cells
from molecular components or subsystems
(Figure 1). Such approaches are well suited to
purposes ranging from modeling the earliest
life forms to developing minimal protein-based
cells to exploring the creation of cells based on
nonbiological components. We begin by considering the genomes of artiﬁcial cells, which
Blain
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GENOMES AND GENOME
REPLICATION
To propagate indeﬁnitely, a synthetic cell
must be able to replicate its own genetic
material. In this section, we ﬁrst discuss
nonenzymatic and ribozyme-catalyzed RNA
replication because these are the two proposed
processes for genome replication in RNAbased protocells. We then discuss approaches
to protein-catalyzed genome replication in
artiﬁcial cells, which typically take advantage
of viral RNA or DNA polymerases because
of their simplicity in comparison to cellular
DNA replication systems. Supplemental
Figure 1 (follow the Supplemental Material
link from the Annual Reviews home page
at http://www.annualreviews.org) shows
the chemical structures of the different nucleotides, base pairs, and nucleic acids discussed
here.
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Figure 1
A cycle of growth and division for a minimal cell. The genetic material, typically a nucleic acid, encodes or
directs the synthesis of gene products, which can be translated proteins or a folded version of the genetic
material in the case of ribozyme-based cells. The gene products catalyze replication of the genetic material
and perform basic cellular metabolism, for example, synthesis of compartment components. With highly
activated nucleotides, catalysis of genetic replication may not be necessary. Meanwhile, the compartment,
which is typically a phospholipid or a fatty acid vesicle, grows through the internal synthesis or external
addition of lipids or by competing with other cells for their lipids. As the cell grows, the system becomes
unstable and the cell divides into small daughter cells that repeat the process.

Nonenzymatic Template-Directed
Replication
Nucleic acids are by far the most promising
candidates for the genetic material of protocells
because they can direct their own replication
through template copying (Figure 2a). The
question of how nucleic acids could replicate
before the evolution of genetically encoded
protein enzymes is central to research on the
origin of life (4–7). After brieﬂy reviewing early
work on this topic, we discuss recent advances
in nonenzymatic RNA replication and consider
the approaches being taken to overcome the
remaining problems with what appears to
be the simplest form of genetic replication.
Finally, we review recent research in which, by
dropping the constraints of prebiotic plausibility, investigators have used chemically modiﬁed

nucleic acids to rapidly copy mixed sequence
templates containing all four bases (8–10).
The template-enhanced nonenzymatic
synthesis of nucleic acids was ﬁrst demonstrated in the 1960s (11–13), but the reactions
were slow and inefﬁcient and, in the case of
RNA synthesis, led to a predominance of
nonnatural 2 –5 -linked material. Extensive
subsequent research by Orgel and colleagues
(14–17) showed that ribonucleotides activated
with 2-methylimidazole (2-MeIm) as a leaving
group can be used to copy short C-rich RNA
templates on a timescale of hours or days
without enzymes. Although the products
were predominantly 3 –5 linked, the reaction
depended strongly on sequence and base composition, and A and U residues were copied
particularly slowly (18) and with poor ﬁdelity
(19). Even all-G:C sequences could not be
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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Figure 2
Pathways for the self-replication of nucleic acids. (a) In nonenzymatic nucleic acid self-replication, activated
nucleotides or short oligonucleotides bind to a complementary base in a single-stranded template. The
3 -hydroxyl group of a bound residue attacks the 5 -phosphate of an adjacent residue to displace a leaving
group, typically 2-methylimidazole, and forms a new phosphodiester bond. This reaction is repeated at each
position to copy the entire sequence. Chemical modiﬁcations to the natural RNA structure can enhance the
rate and ﬁdelity of this process. (b) In ribozyme-catalyzed replication, a single-stranded RNA molecule folds
into a tertiary structure that can catalyze the template-copying reaction. In both models, the stability of
double-stranded RNA, hydrolysis of RNA and activated nucleotides, and lack of sequence-general copying
limit the potential for self-replication.

copied efﬁciently; for example, the best yield
obtained in efforts to copy a 14-mer all-G:C
template was 2%. For these and other reasons,
including incomplete regiospeciﬁcity; the need
for primers; the problem of strand separation;
and the lack of mild, speciﬁc chemistry for
monomer activation (and reactivation following hydrolysis), Orgel and colleagues, and
indeed most researchers in the ﬁeld, eventually
became convinced that nonenzymatic RNA
replication was not chemically realistic (20, 21).
Nucleotide activation. The 2 –3 cyclic phosphate nucleotides, although attractive from the
point of view of prebiotic synthesis, are insufﬁciently activated to lead to efﬁcient template copying (22, 23), whereas the nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) used in biology are
too unreactive for nonenzymatic polymerization (24). Nucleotides activated with 2-MeIm,
11.4
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known as phosphor-2-methylimidazolides, react relatively quickly to preferentially provide
the natural and more stable (25) 3 –5 linkage
(26). Interestingly, other imidazole derivatives
do not react as quickly (26), and activation with
imidazole itself preferentially yields 2 –5 linkages (27). To date, we have no mechanistic
understanding of why 2-MeIm-activated nucleotides react so quickly and regiospeciﬁcally
with the 3 -hydroxyl group, although sterics,
nucleophile and activating-group acid dissociation constants (pKa s), and interactions between
the activating groups of stacked monomers (17)
may play a role. The rate of addition of guanosine 5 -phosphor-2-methylimidazolide to a
primer on a poly(C) template depends on the
length of the template, the monomer concentration, and the magnesium concentration, but
it is typically ∼1 h−1 (28), whereas the rate of
monomer hydrolysis is ∼0.02–0.05 h−1 (29).
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Although 2-MeIm is the most widely used
activating group, the search for replacements
with superior properties continues. Richert
and colleagues (30–32) have extensively used
1-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole (HOAt), which
was originally developed for peptide coupling
(33). They achieved higher rates with this leaving group than with 2-MeIm when adding single nucleotides to a 3 -amino-modiﬁed primer
on a DNA template (30, 31) and in an RNA
system (32). It is not yet clear how the two activating groups compare for the addition of multiple nucleotides, or how faster monomer hydrolysis and the requirement for higher pH for
HOAt-activated nucleotides (32) would affect
their utility in a self-replicating system.
Nucleophilic catalysts have been employed
to generate highly reactive nucleotides in situ
from 2-MeIm- or HOAt-activated monomers.
In particular, N-alkylated imidazole derivatives
(8, 9) and pyridine (34) have been used to accelerate nonenzymatic primer extension reactions with amino-terminated primers, but similar catalysis has not been demonstrated with
an RNA system. Adenine derivatives such as
1-methyladenine are also good potential activating groups (35), but their use in template
copying has not been explored. A thorough understanding of the mechanism of nonenzymatic
primer extension would allow for the rational
design and optimization of improved activating
groups, as opposed to the ad hoc screening that
is currently employed.
Base-pairing and fidelity. Not only do polymerases accelerate the phosphoryl transfer reaction; they also increase the afﬁnity and speciﬁcity of the nucleotide–template interaction
(36; but see Reference 37 for a possible simple mechanism suggesting that this task may
not be difﬁcult to accomplish without enzymes).
Without polymerases, ﬁdelity and sequence
context become signiﬁcant challenges to replication. G and C residues are copied much more
quickly than A and U residues due to stronger
base-pairing, and the presence of multiple A or
U residues in a row in a template drastically
reduces copying efﬁciency (18). Furthermore,

the comparable strength of a G:U wobble pair
versus an A:U base pair (38) leads to signiﬁcant
misincorporation of G across from U (39).
Investigators have used two approaches to
overcome these problems. In the ﬁrst, modiﬁed
base pairs were used in place of A:U. For example, the 5-propynyluracil (UP )–diaminopurine
(D) base pair is similar to A:U but has three
hydrogen bonds and improved base stacking.
This base pair has been used to achieve comparable rates of nonenzymatic polymerization to
the G:C base pair in multiple systems (8, 40).
However, because the propynyl group lowers
the pKa at position N3 of the U ring (41) it may
stabilize the enol tautomer and thus strengthen
Watson–Crick-like G:U mispairing, similar to
the 5-bromo substitution (42). Conversely, 2thio substitution on U or T strengthens basepairing to A but weakens wobble pairing to G
due because sulfur is a weak H-bond acceptor
(43, 44) and may therefore improve both rate
and ﬁdelity. Many other alternate base pairs are
also possible (45). The second approach is to
use short oligonucleotides instead of or in addition to monomers (46, 47), given that the cooperativity of base-pairing helps stabilize individual A:U pairs. High ﬁdelity can be achieved
in nonenzymatic oligonucleotide ligation at elevated temperatures (48), and oligonucleotide
ligation is selective for 3 –5 linkages (49). Investigators have used activated trimers to demonstrate replication of a hexamer template (50),
but the poor efﬁciency of ligation has so far
prevented this approach from being extended
to longer templates.
After the incorporation of a mismatched nucleotide in a template-copying reaction, both
the rate (19) and the ﬁdelity (51) of the next addition decrease. This stalling effect causes accurate template copies to be produced more
quickly than mutant sequences, thereby increasing the apparent ﬁdelity of the replication
process and the length of sequences that can
be maintained through replication. Conversely,
mutant products tend to incorporate stretches
of mismatches and may therefore cause “leaps”
through sequence space, which could facilitate
the evolution of novel structures (51).
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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Backbone modifications. Changing the
hydroxyl nucleophile of a ribo- or deoxyribonucleotide to a more reactive amine is an
effective way to enhance the rate of nonenzymatic polymerization. The Orgel group
(52–55) initially explored both the 2 -amino
and 3 -amino modiﬁcations of ribonucleotides
in template-copying reactions and found that
they were more reactive than their hydroxyl
counterparts. More recently, our group and
Richert’s group (56, 57) studied the 2 - and
3 -amino-dideoxyribonucleotides in primer
extension reactions. Using primers with
a 3 -amino terminus and so-called helper
oligonucleotides that assist monomer binding,
Richert and colleagues achieved rapid and
accurate template-directed single-nucleotide
primer extension. By applying these lessons to
an all RNA system, these authors efﬁciently and
accurately copied short mixed-sequence RNA
templates (58), although this process was slow.
Both 2 -amino-modiﬁed (8) and 3 -aminomodiﬁed (9) nucleotides can copy an RNA C4
template in >80% yield in ∼10 min. The reaction rates are sensitive to the template structure;
A-form helices [RNA and locked nucleic acid
(LNA)] yield faster rates than do DNA templates in both cases. In the 2 -amino system,
A:U base pairs were not copied efﬁciently, so
UP :D pairs were used instead. Surprisingly, in
the 3 -amino system, both A4 and T4 templates
were copied efﬁciently. In a further step toward
self-replication, we used 3 -amino nucleotides
to copy mixed sequence templates composed
of phosphoramidate DNA (3 -NP-DNA), the
product of 3 -amino nucleotide polymerization
(59). The G:T wobble base pair yielded significant misincorporation in this system, but the
use of the 2-thio modiﬁcation of T, which stabilizes pairing to A and weakens pairing to G
(43), improved both the ﬁdelity and the rate of
copying (59). Although 3 -NP-DNA is attractive as a possible genetic polymer for protocells,
the copying of longer mixed sequence templates
has yet to be demonstrated.
Many modiﬁed-backbone nucleic acids that
are capable of Watson–Crick base-pairing have
been synthesized (60), but only a few have been
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examined from the point of view of their ability to support self-replication (61). Threose nucleic acids (TNAs) form stable Watson–Crick
duplexes with complementary TNA, RNA, and
DNA strands (62) and have been used as templates in the nonenzymatic polymerization of
ribonucleotides (63). Furthermore, an aptamer
made of TNA has been isolated by in vitro selection (64). Pyranosyl-RNA (p-RNA) has been
used as a template for the nonenzymatic ligation
of p-RNA oligonucleotides (23). Interestingly,
hexitol nucleic acid (HNA) (65) and altritol nucleic acid (ANA) (66), both of which form single
strands that are preorganized into an A-form
geometry, are superior to RNA as templates
for the nonenzymatic polymerization of activated ribonucleotides (67). However, the corresponding activated HNA and ANA monomers
do not polymerize efﬁciently, indicating that
subtle differences in monomer structure and reactivity can affect the reaction (67).
Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is based on a
peptide backbone (68) but can form Watson–
Crick base pairs with many nucleic acids (69).
The peptide backbone means that the whole
range of peptide chemistry can be employed
to demonstrate template copying. For example,
PNA dimers have been used in DNA template–
directed polymerization through 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDAC)mediated peptide bond formation (70), and
reductive amination is also an effective way
to polymerize PNA pentamers with aldehyde
and amino termini on a DNA template (71).
PNA monomers, however, are prone to cyclization (70). Conversely, a PNA C10 oligomer
is an effective template for the polymerization
of guanosine 5 -phosphorimidazolide (72). Interestingly, PNA also enables the templatedirected attachment of nucleobase units onto
a preformed backbone. Investigators have
demonstrated this process by using reductive
amination to make the process irreversible (73),
and dynamically by using thioester linkages,
wherein the base composition changed in response to alterations in template sequences (74).
Because it is uncharged, PNA based on the
original aminoethylglycyl backbone is prone
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to aggregation (75, 76); however, a version of
PNA based on a repeating dipeptide motif in
which alternating amino acids have charged side
chains (e.g., Asp) and nucleobase side chains can
form stable, soluble duplexes (77).
Other challenges. There are many challenges
on the path to nonenzymatic self-replication
other than the basic problems of rate and
ﬁdelity (78). In particular, strand separation
(and thus continuing cycles of replication) can
be difﬁcult. Even the simplest ribozymes are
typically more than 30 nt long (79); however, an
RNA duplex of that length may have a melting
temperature higher than 100◦ C (80), and 3 NP-DNA is even more stable (81). Therefore,
thermal denaturation alone may not sufﬁce
for the replication of functional nucleic acids.
Possible solutions to this problem are the use
of denaturants such as formamide to destabilize
the helix, the replication of short fragments that
can assemble into larger functional structures,
and the use of heterogeneous backbones. The
mixture of 2 –5 and 3 –5 linkages that results
from nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is
usually considered undesirable. However,
our laboratory recently showed that both an
aptamer and a ribozyme can maintain function
with up to 25% of 2 –5 linkages randomly
interspersed in the sequence (82). Because
2 –5 linkages signiﬁcantly destabilize a duplex
(25) and can be copied nonenzymatically (28),
they could help replicate RNA systems by
facilitating strand separation.
Given that a continuous supply of activated monomers is required for indeﬁnite self-replication, the tendency of activated
monomers to hydrolyze or cyclize is also a serious problem. Furthermore, hydrolysis of activated monomers generates nucleotides that act
as competitive inhibitors of template-directed
polymerization (58). A recent study by Deck
et al. (58) underscored the signiﬁcance of these
issues. These authors efﬁciently copied an RNA
template containing all four natural bases by
immobilizing the primer–template complex on
magnetic beads and repeatedly exchanging the
solution of activated monomers. We recently

obtained a similar improvement in a vesicleencapsulated RNA copying system by using
dialysis to refresh the external solution with
fresh monomers while removing hydrolyzed
monomers (83). Ultimately, a more effective
way to solve this problem would be through
efﬁcient and selective chemistry for in situ reactivation of hydrolyzed monomers. Various
reagents that have been used to activate nucleotides in situ include carbodiimides (13), Ncyanoimidazole (84), and cyanogen bromide
(85); however, these reagents also alkylate nucleobases and other nucleophiles (86, 87). A
general, mild, and efﬁcient way to reactivate
monomers in situ would no doubt lead to significant improvements in the efﬁciency of nonenzymatic RNA replication.
In summary, many of the seemingly insurmountable problems with nonenzymatic
nucleic acid replication have recently been
overcome. Although several difﬁcult problems
remain, potential solutions to all of them
have been proposed, so there is now a sense
of optimism that nonenzymatic templatedirected replication may be demonstrated in
the not-too-distant future.

Ribozyme-Catalyzed Replication
In the 1960s, Woese (5), Orgel (6), and
Crick (7) ﬁrst predicted the existence of RNA
catalysts, or ribozymes, as a solution to the
chicken-and-egg problem of the origin of
DNA and protein-based life. The discovery,
some 15 years later, of ribozymes in biology
(88, 89) immediately generated great interest
in the possibility of ribozyme-catalyzed RNA
replication (Figure 2b) (90). Given substrates
with a 5 -terminal guanosine residue, in order
to mimic a splicing intermediate, self-splicing
introns add nucleotides to a single-stranded
oligonucleotide (91), ligate multiple oligonucleotides together on a template (92), and
extend a primer in a template-dependent
manner (93). Indeed, the sunY ribozyme
can be broken into a multisubunit complex that can catalyze the template-directed
assembly of one of its subunits from a
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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set of oligonucleotides (94). Despite the
development of a shorter and more active
version of the sunY ribozyme (95), it was never
able to achieve self-replication for at least two
reasons: The complementary oligonucleotide
substrates bound to and inhibited the ribozyme,
and the isoenergetic transesteriﬁcation reaction
used by the ribozyme provided insufﬁcient driving force for the formation of long products.
Due to the inherent limitations of systems
based on self-splicing introns, subsequent
efforts shifted to the in vitro selection of
novel ribozymes that could use activated
nucleotides to copy templates (96). One of the
ﬁrst ribozymes isolated by in vitro selection
catalyzed the attack of the 3 -hydroxyl of one
oligonucleotide on the 5 -triphosphate of a second oligonucleotide, when both were aligned
on a template (96). This ribozyme, known as
the class I ligase, can catalyze the addition of
a single nucleotide onto a primer by using an
NTP substrate (97). McGinness et al. (98)
used continuous in vitro evolution to select for
a variant of this ribozyme that could catalyze
three successive nucleotidyl transfer reactions
in both the 5 →3 and 3 →5 directions. However, the polymerase activity conferred by the
evolved point substitutions was modest, and it
was the evolution of a novel accessory domain
that ﬁrst transformed the class I ligase into a
true polymerase. The resulting R18 ribozyme
can catalyze the template-directed elongation
of a primer by up to 14 nt, again by using
NTPs as substrates (99). The R18 ribozyme is
a proof of principle that ribozymes can catalyze
RNA polymerization, an assumption at the
heart of the RNA world hypothesis. It has also
been a useful starting point for further in vitro
selection experiments with the ultimate goal of
achieving RNA self-replication (100).
To date, the best RNA polymerase ribozyme
is the tC19Z variant of the R18 ribozyme (101),
which was developed through a combination of
in vitro selection and engineering. It contains
several base substitutions that improve activity
and, critically, was engineered to bind the 5 end
of its substrate through sequence complementarity to a region of the ribozyme. The R18
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ribozyme has very low afﬁnity for its primer–
template substrate but catalyzes the reaction
rapidly and with some processivity once bound
(102). By building in a sequence-speciﬁc interaction with the template, Wochner et al. (101)
observed a dramatic increase in ribozyme activity. On a template composed of repeats of an
optimized 11-nt sequence, the tC19Z ribozyme
can extend a primer by up to 91 nt (albeit with
a yield of only 0.035%). The mutation rate, as
assessed by sequencing of full-length products,
was 8.8 × 10−3 , although this value is probably
an underestimate because it does not include
products that may have stalled after a misincorporation event (19). This ribozyme polymerase was used to synthesize a catalytically
active 24-nt portion of the mini-Hammerhead
ribozyme, the ﬁrst example of a ribozyme being synthesized by another ribozyme. Despite
this major advance, R18 is close to 200 nt in
length, so a signiﬁcant increase in activity, processivity, and sequence generality would be required to approach the copying of its own sequence. Furthermore, R18 is highly structured
and has many self-complementary regions that
are strong blocks to continued template copying. Finally, R18 is active only in the presence
of high concentrations of Mg2+ , which catalyzes
RNA hydrolysis, including degradation of the
ribozyme itself.
Further efforts to optimize R18-derived ribozymes may be facilitated by the recently determined structure of the class I ligase core (103,
104). Globally, the class I ligase resembles a tripod with three helical legs converging on the
active site (103). Similarly to most proteinaceous polymerases, the class I ligase uses an
Mg2+ ion to coordinate the 3 -hydroxyl group
of the primer and the α-phosphate; however,
it does not use the second ion of the canonical two–metal ion mechanism. Instead, the pyrophosphate leaving group is oriented back into
the major groove, and nucleobase and hydroxyl
groups are thought to stabilize the transition
state electrostatically through hydrogen bonding. The accessory domain is less well characterized, but Wang et al. (105) used mutational
analysis to identify critical secondary structures
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and tertiary interactions. They suggested that
the domain is probably draped over the vertex
of the class I ligase tripod structure.
Because the point mutations identiﬁed by
selection experiments on the R18 ribozyme
have resulted in only modest improvements,
the ribozyme may represent a local maximum of
activity in sequence space. If so, the signiﬁcant
advance required to achieve self-replication
may come either from the evolution of one
or more additional accessory domains or from
an entirely different polymerase core. After
developing the R18 polymerase, Lawrence &
Bartel (106) selected for eight other accessory
domains for the class I ligase. Although none
of the new ribozymes are better than the R18
polymerase, they offer different starting points
for further selection. Accessory domains conferring enhanced processivity seem to offer the
greatest potential for improvement. Similarly,
several independent core catalytic domains are
now available, and some have been transformed
into nascent polymerases. McGinness & Joyce
(107) evolved the hc ligase into the 18-2
ribozyme, which can catalyze the addition of
single nucleotides to a primer by using NTPs
as substrates. Other natural (108) and selected
(109) ligase ribozymes could be evolved into
polymerases; however, the direct selection for
polymerase ribozymes with high afﬁnity for
the primer–template substrate would avoid the
difﬁculty of evolving an RNA that was initially
selected to perform one function into a variant
with a different function.
Polymerase activity has the advantage of allowing for an open-ended exploration of sequence space; however, ribozyme-speciﬁc systems with more limited evolutionary potential
have been used to explore aspects of RNA selfreplication. Joyce and colleagues (110–112) developed a system based on the R3C ligase ribozyme that can ligate together two halves of
another R3C ligase (109), which can then ligate together two halves of the original ligase
ribozyme. This system shows the exponential
growth that is characteristic of self-replication
(113). These authors incorporated limited evolutionary dynamics into this system by coupling

the particular sequence of a variable 4-nt “genotype” in the substrate recognition arm to a particular sequence of a variable region in the ligase active site (114). After continuous in vitro
evolution, the population was dominated by sequences with a more active ligase “phenotype”
that preferentially replicated ligases with the
same genotype, as well as inactive parasitic sequences that were recognized by the active ligases through stable mispairing at the genotype
site. However, the diversity of this system is inherently limited by the length of the genotype
and phenotype sequences, which must be provided externally.
Lehman and colleagues (115–118) developed another approach to ribozyme selfreplication that is based on fragment ligation
but in this case uses splicing chemistry. This
three-ribozyme system ampliﬁed itself through
a cooperative network of cross-catalysis. Although the compartmentalization of such selfreplicating systems could in principle be coupled to cell-level evolutionary selection (119),
achieving continued replication inside protocells would be difﬁcult because of the need to
feed the system with large oligonucleotide substrates while retaining ligated products in the
cell. Furthermore, the evolutionary capabilities of such systems are inherently limited by
the large, deﬁned RNA substrates that must
be provided, whereas polymerase-based replication systems can more readily evolve novel
functions through open-ended exploration of
sequence space.

Replicase: a ribozyme
or protein enzyme that
can accelerate RNA
replication, either
directly or indirectly

Protein-Catalyzed Replication
When proteins are introduced into the system,
the issue of nucleic acid genome replication
becomes relatively simple. Many enzymebased methods, including the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) (120), the Qβ replicase (121),
and reverse transcriptase/RNA polymerase
systems (122, 123), have been used to replicate
nucleic acid sequences.
PCR has been used to model genome replication in several artiﬁcial cell systems. Although
most polymerases are strongly inhibited by
fatty acids, PCR proceeds well in phospholipid
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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vesicles (120, 124). Deamer and colleagues
(125) found that although phospholipid membranes are normally impermeable to NTP substrates, temperature cycling across the lipid
melting transition creates defects that allow
NTPs to enter vesicles, thus allowing for continued RNA replication. Phospholipid vesicles
are also quite robust to the temperature ﬂuctuations required for PCR. Sugawara and colleagues (124) have used PCR to replicate DNA
within more complex replicating vesicles composed of phospholipids and cationic lipids.
The Qβ replicase system is particularly interesting because it uses the RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase from the Qβ bacteriophage,
which can replicate its genomic RNA isothermally without the use of primers (126). This
system was the ﬁrst one used to demonstrate
the evolution of a nucleic acid sequence in vitro
(127), and it has been successfully incorporated
into vesicles (121). Yomo and colleagues (128–
131) have extensively studied the activity of the
Qβ replicase in model protocells.
With protein-based replication, the problem of genome replication is deferred to the
problem of replicating the protein polymerase,
which necessitates incorporation of complex
translational machinery. In vitro translation
systems have successfully been incorporated
into vesicles, resulting in the efﬁcient synthesis of proteins (132, 133), including the Qβ
replicase itself (128). However, replicating the
entire system, including DNA and RNA polymerases, transcription and translation factors,
transfer RNAs, the ribosome, and other components, is still a distant goal, and proposals to
do so involve more than 100 genes (134, 135).
Properly coordinating the replication of such a
large synthetic system may require additional
regulatory components.

COMPARTMENTS AND
COMPARTMENT REPLICATION
Research on developing self-replicating compartments for model protocells is relatively advanced, in that complete replication cycles of
growth and division have been demonstrated.
11.10
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Fatty acid–based vesicles are prebiotically plausible and have many physical properties that
are appropriate for a protocell with minimal (or
no) evolved biochemical machinery. For more
advanced artiﬁcial cell models, more complex
membranes are required. Phospholipid-based
membranes seem, so far at least, to be essential for avoiding polymerase inhibition by fatty
acids; however, the use of phospholipid membranes raises a host of problems, ranging from
the need to import NTPs and other smallmolecule substrates through these much less
permeable membranes to the need for mechanisms to drive membrane growth and division.
Generally, these problems are solved through
the use of additional proteins, further increasing the complexity of the system, although in
some cases novel physical processes can provide alternative solutions. Alternative forms of
encapsulation or segregation, such as emulsion (Figure 3a), coacervate, and aqueous twophase systems (ATPS), are also being explored.

Fatty Acid–Based Vesicles
The protocell membrane is a compartment
boundary that serves two critical functions.
First, it provides a selective barrier between the
cell and its environment, allowing the inﬂux of
nutrients and the efﬂux of waste while stably
encapsulating the macromolecular contents of
the protocell. Second, it provides the physical
link between functional gene products and the
genome from which they were expressed; this
physical link is necessary for Darwinian evolutionary selection. Compartmentalization also
allows for the selection of cooperative gene
networks. Without compartmentalization,
self-replicating systems are prone to parasitism
from species that are replicated efﬁciently
(136). For a protocell membrane to be viable
as part of a model for the origin of cellular life,
it should be able to assemble, grow, and divide
spontaneously without the assistance of any
gene products.
Fatty acids form bilayer membranes when
the solution pH is approximately the pKa of
the carboxylate headgroups in the membrane,
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Figure 3
Common components of protocell compartments. (a) Nucleic acids, proteins, and other hydrophilic species
can be compartmentalized in water-in-oil emulsions through the stabilization of the water droplets with
surfactants. Droplets can fuse and divide by vigorous agitation. (b) Fatty acids spontaneously aggregate above
a certain concentration. At a pH below their acid dissociation constant (pKa ) of ∼7 to 9, these aggregates are
amorphous precipitates or oils, and above their pKa , repulsion of the charged carboxylate groups leads to the
formation of small micelles. However, near their pKa , the fatty acids are partially ionized and form
hydrogen-bonded dimers that stabilizes the formation of extended bilayers. These bilayers can curve onto
themselves to form enclosed vesicles. (c) Phospholipids have two fatty acid chains per charged headgroup and
therefore form stable bilayers under a wider range of conditions than do fatty acids.

allowing them to form transient hydrogenbonded dimers (Figure 3b) (137, 138). The
formation of vesicles at this pH is highly
cooperative and is characterized by a critical aggregate concentration of fatty acid
monomers above which vesicles spontaneously
self-assemble (139). Unlike phospholipids, fatty
acids rapidly exchange between vesicle membranes, micelles, and dissolved monomers. This
dynamic exchange makes fatty acids particularly well suited as components of protocell
membranes because such vesicles can grow
(a) through the external addition of fatty acids
(140), (b) by absorbing material from other vesicles (119, 141), or (c) through the generation of
fatty acids in situ from precursors (142). Furthermore, as multilamellar vesicles (i.e., vesicles with multiple membranes) grow, they form
threadlike shapes that readily divide into spherical daughter vesicles with the application of
shear forces (143) or following photochemically
induced pearling (144). These cycles of growth
and division can be repeated without the loss of

vesicle contents (143). We recently showed that
this process can be driven simply by the concentration of a lipid solution by solvent evaporation (Figure 4) (145). Although the division
of spherical vesicles can be induced by extrusion through narrow pores, it causes partial loss
of contents and is therefore less desirable than
the loss-free division of ﬁlamentous vesicles
(146).
Fatty acid membranes are much more permeable to small charged molecules than are
phospholipid membranes. In particular, activated nucleotides can pass through the membrane and take part in template-directed polymerization inside the protocell to produce
oligonucleotide products that remain trapped
inside (147). To a certain extent, one can tune
the permeability (147, 148), stability (149, 150),
and dynamics (141, 151, 152) of fatty acid vesicles by changing the acyl-chain length and saturation state of the fatty acid components or by
adding, for example, fatty alcohols, fatty esters,
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
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Fatty acids are particularly interesting due
to their probable involvement in the origin of
life. They were almost certainly available on the
early Earth, given that they have been found
in meteorites (albeit in low levels) (153, 154);
they can be synthesized abiotically (155); and
they readily self-assemble into membranes under potentially prebiotic conditions (146, 156).
Vesicle dynamics may have provided an early
opportunity for selection on the basis of competition for fatty acids (119, 141). However, vesicles composed of fatty acids are not as robust as
those made of phospholipids. In particular, they
precipitate in the presence of millimolar concentrations of divalent cations, whereas higher
concentrations are required for nonenzymatic
RNA polymerization (150) and for many
ribozymes.

sively (Figure 3c) (139). They are stable under
a wide range of conditions and can be formed
by various techniques (157). However, because
phospholipid molecules are essentially permanently anchored within membranes, and therefore do not exchange between membranes, the
growth of phospholipid vesicles must occur
through processes that are different from those
that lead to the growth of fatty acid vesicles.
Under certain conditions, phospholipid vesicles can grow through fusion with other vesicles
(158–161), but vesicle–vesicle fusion mediated
by fusogenic lipids or peptides is often associated with signiﬁcant contents leakage. In principle, in situ enzymatic lipid synthesis (162, 163)
should allow unlimited growth as long as appropriate substrates are supplied, and the necessary
enzymes are generated internally by translation.
Division by budding can be induced by the depletion volume effect (159) or phase separation
(164) of encapsulated polymers, or through enzymatic activity (165, 166).
Sugawara and colleagues (124, 167, 168)
have explored membrane vesicle growth and
division by using nonbiological lipids and
small-molecule catalysts. In one system, an
amphiphilic aldehyde is generated in situ
through the action of a membrane-localized
catalyst on a protected precursor; the aldehyde
then condenses with an amphiphilic amine
to form a cationic bola-amphiphile (124). In
related experiments, the in situ synthesis of
membrane-forming amphiphiles perturbed the
structure of multilamellar vesicles to cause either vesicle division or the assembly and release
of new vesicles from the interior of a preformed
vesicle. The combination of catalyzed lipid
synthesis and subsequent vesicle division is an
exciting advance toward the self-replication of
systems of compartments that are chemically
distinct from anything observed in biology.

Phospholipid and Synthetic
Lipid Vesicles

Alternative Approaches to
Compartmentalization

Phospholipid vesicles are the compartments of
choice for more complex artiﬁcial cells; their
biophysical properties have been studied exten-

Although phospholipid and fatty acid vesicles
are the most-studied models for the membranes of artiﬁcial cells, other systems have been
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Figure 4
(a) Demonstration of fatty acid vesicle growth and division. Concentration of
spherical multilamellar fatty acid vesicles (b) by evaporating the water solvent
causes the membrane to grow into long tubules (c), which can divide into small
vesicles through simple agitation. The contents of the vesicle are maintained
during this growth and division process. Similar processes may have been an
important mechanism of replication for protocells on the early Earth. Modiﬁed
with permission from Reference 145.
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developed. As reviewed by Kamat et al. (169),
various polymers have been used to create
vesicles known as polymersomes, including
polyethylene derivatives (170), polypeptides
(171), and dendrimers (172). Polymersomes
can be readily engineered to have particular
desirable properties and functionality. Because
their stability makes growth and division
difﬁcult (173–175), artiﬁcial cells based on
polymersomes are typically used to model
aspects of nongrowing cells. The design of
subunits that would generate polymersomes
with the dynamic properties required for
growth (either continuous or via fusion events)
and division is an interesting challenge for future research. Moving even further away from
standard biology, artiﬁcial cells based on nonmembrane types of compartmentalization have
recently been studied. Water-in-oil emulsions
have been used to encapsulate the Qβ replicase
system (130) and complete transcription–
translation systems (176, 177). Remarkably,
the aqueous droplets of emulsions can be “fed”
by fusion with other droplets and can be forced
to divide by shear forces or extrusion, allowing
for a cycle of growth and division (178). In
a completely different nonbiological system,
eutectic phase channels formed in frozen water
have been used to spatially partition a ribozyme
polymerase (179) and nonenzymatic RNA polymerization reactions (180), although such systems are not amenable to cycles of replication.
Interestingly, the components of a protocell
can also be localized through selective partitioning in multiphase systems. Functional ribozymes can be enriched in the dextran-rich
droplets that form spontaneously in aqueous
mixtures of polyethylene glycol and dextran
(181). Nucleotides and cationic peptides can
assemble into coacervate microdroplets that
can sequester enzymes and other components
(182). An important question is whether the
lack of a low-permeability membrane barrier in
these systems causes rapid exchange of RNAs
(or other genetic materials) between droplets,
which could diminish or abolish the spatial partitioning of genetic materials that is required
for Darwinian evolution. The combination of

coacervate systems or ATPS with lipid membranes provides an opportunity for compartmentalization within a protocell, analogous to
that obtained in biological cells by organelles;
furthermore, such combined systems provide a
novel pathway for protocell division in response
to osmotic and surface tension effects (164).

INTEGRATED ARTIFICIAL
CELLULAR SYSTEMS
Interesting new challenges and opportunities
arise when self-replicating genetic systems and
compartments are brought together. In this section, we discuss the distinct issues that arise in
the design of integrated protocell models, versus more complex protein-based artiﬁcial cells.

Simple Protocells
In an attempt to resolve the genetics-ﬁrst versus
compartments-ﬁrst controversy in the originof-life ﬁeld, one of us ( J.W.S.), together with
Bartel and Luisi (183), proposed an integrated
protocell model based on a self-replicating
nucleic acid genome within a self-replicating
membrane boundary. That model was based
on ribozyme-catalyzed RNA replication because, at the time, there was no plausible path
toward nonenzymatic RNA replication. The
model also proposed that the emergence of a
second ribozyme that carried out some cellular
function, such as synthesis of a lipid component
of a vesicle compartment, would result in an integrated cell capable of Darwinian evolution.
Since we proposed that early model, advances
in both nucleic acid and compartment replication have brought the ﬁeld to the point at which
various protocell models are being constructed
and evaluated.
A fundamental aspect of any viable protocell
model is that the physicochemical conditions
required for stability and replication of the nucleic acid and membrane components must be
compatible. Fatty acid vesicles are stable at a
pH ranging from ∼7 to 9, depending on the
particular fatty acid used (137, 138, 184), and
this range can be extended by the incorporation
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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of fatty alcohols and glycerol monoesters (185).
Fortunately, this pH range is favorable for both
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization (58, 186)
and RNA polymerase ribozyme activity (99,
101). Fatty acid–based vesicles can also be stable
up to 100◦ C, allowing for thermal denaturation
of encapsulated nucleic acids and enhanced permeation of nucleotide substrates (149).
Unfortunately, fatty acid membranes are unstable above low millimolar concentrations of
divalent cations (150), whereas nonenzymatic
RNA polymerization (186) and ribozyme polymerase activity (99) typically require at least
50 mM Mg2+ . There are several potential solutions to this apparent incompatibility. Nonenzymatic template-directed copying with aminosugar nucleotides does not require Mg2+ and
has successfully been performed in fatty acid
vesicles (147), suggesting that the creation of artiﬁcial cells based on phosphoramidate nucleic
acids may be possible. However, a protocell
with an RNA genome and ribozyme catalysts
would require alternative solutions: either a replacement for divalent cations that does not destroy fatty acid membranes or a means of complexing the essential Mg2+ ion so as to protect
the membrane while allowing RNA replication
to proceed. We recently found that the tricarboxylic acid citrate chelates Mg2+ such that fatty
acid membranes are preserved while nonenzymatic template copying is only minimally affected (83). This observation has allowed us to
encapsulate an RNA primer–template complex
inside fatty acid vesicles, add activated ribonucleotides to the vesicles, and observe primer extension as the nucleotides spontaneously diffuse
across the membrane and then copy the template strands inside the vesicle. This advance
is sufﬁcient to allow the further development
of model protocells based on RNA, but it also
raises the exciting prospect that chelators with
catalytic activity could facilitate the copying of
long mixed-sequence templates. An alternative
approach to the compatibility problem would
be the isolation of a ribozyme replicase that
functions at very low levels of Mg2+ ions, which
may be feasible because biological ribozymes
function at low intracellular Mg2+ levels. Fi-
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nally, it may be possible to replace the fatty
acids of the protocell membranes with alternative lipids, such as nonionic amphiphiles, that
do not interact strongly with Mg2+ ions.
Other requirements for a fully integrated
protocell are that nutrients, especially activated nucleotides, must be able to enter
the cell and waste must be able to leave, but
the self-replicating genetic system must be
permanently trapped inside. Fatty acid vesicles
have an advantage in this respect because they
are permeable to small charged molecules,
including nucleotides, but not oligonucleotides
(149). Raising the temperature or adding low
millimolar concentrations of Mg2+ further increases their permeability (149). Phospholipid
vesicles are impermeable to even monovalent
cations; however, small charged molecules can
travel through transient defects in the bilayer
membrane (187) that form at the gel phase–to–
liquid phase transition temperature (188). This
property has been exploited to enable feeding
of external NTPs to encapsulated enzymatic
reactions (125), although this method may
require thermocycling between the membrane phase transition temperature and the
temperature optimum of the enzyme (189).
Alternatively, protein pores (133, 190), shorterchain phospholipids (191), or detergents (192)
can be used to permeabilize the membrane.
Another attractive approach is to use vesicle fusion to deliver nutrients encapsulated in feeder
vesicles (161); unfortunately, most simple vesicle fusion methods are inefﬁcient and induce
considerable contents leakage (158–160, 193).
By directly coupling the protocell genome
to cell-level phenotypes, compartmentalization
may drive the evolution of more complex functions in a way that could emulate the early
evolution of life. Perhaps the simplest such
coupling results from the osmotic pressure
due to encapsulated RNA (119). The membranes of osmotically swollen vesicles are under tension, but this high-energy state can relax through the absorption of fatty acids from
surrounding vesicles that are less swollen because they contain less RNA. Thus, any mutations that enhance RNA replication, leading to
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the faster accumulation of internal RNA, will
cause faster membrane growth. Although osmotically driven competitive growth is attractive because of the simplicity of the physically
mediated linkage between genome replication
and cell growth, osmotically swollen vesicles are
very difﬁcult to divide.
An alternative but still simple way to link
genomic function to cell growth would involve
a genomically encoded ribozyme with phospholipid synthase activity. We recently showed
that fatty acid vesicles that contain even small
amounts of phospholipids (141) grow at the expense of surrounding vesicles with less phospholipid content. This effect is independent of
osmotic pressure; instead, it results from the
ordering effect of phospholipids on the membrane, which causes a decreased rate of dissociation of fatty acid molecules from the membrane. The net effect is that genomic sequences
leading to a low level of phospholipid synthesis (e.g., by condensation of a lysophospholipid
with a fatty acyl thioester) would confer a strong
growth advantage on the protocell; moreover,
the resulting growth would follow the ﬁlamentous growth pathway, so subsequent division is
simple. A very similar growth advantage results
from the internal synthesis of hydrophobic peptides (194), which could also be catalyzed either
directly by a ribozyme or indirectly by a catalytic peptide that, in turn, is synthesized by a
ribozyme. These two processes would lead to a
strong selective advantage for genomically encoded and thus heritable phospholipid or peptide synthesis activity, given the availability of
appropriate substrates.
For any artiﬁcial cellular system to be capable of indeﬁnite propagation, the replication of
the genome, biochemical contents, and compartment must be coordinated. Interestingly,
this task may pose less of a problem in very simple protocells than in more complex artiﬁcial
cells that contain many components. In a simple protocell that uses either nonenzymatic or
ribozyme-catalyzed genome replication, with
postsynthesis strand separation driven by high
temperature excursions, genome replication
would be self-limiting because strand reanneal-

ing is a second-order process. Thus, increasing concentrations of genomic RNA would lead
to faster reannealing until the reannealing occurs faster than strand copying; as a result, a
steady-state level of genomic RNA would be
attained. However, if compartment replication
were much faster than genome replication, the
population could be overrun by empty protocells. Although this outcome could be avoided
by the controlled addition of limited quantities of micelles to fatty acid vesicles (143), if
growth is driven by an internal process such
as ribozyme-promoted phospholipid synthesis
(141), then excess cell membrane growth would
cause ribozyme dilution, which would decrease the rate of ribozyme-promoted growth.
Thus, the combination of ribozyme-promoted
growth and concentration-dependent strand
reannealing could, in principle, lead to a steadystate level of genomic RNA in a population of
replicating protocells, without additional regulatory signals.
Sugawara and colleagues (124) recently
demonstrated an interesting version of a similar process at the DNA level. These authors
showed that PCR-mediated DNA ampliﬁcation can drive the growth and division of
cationic vesicles. In this system, the vesicles
replicate through the adsorption of a cationic
lipid precursor, which is hydrolyzed by a catalyst to generate the ﬁnal cationic membrane
component. Although the mechanism of the
DNA-enhanced growth and division is not entirely clear, it is probably a consequence of
(a) the interaction between the anionic DNA
and the cationic membrane, which enhanced
adsorption of the cationic precursor, and possibly (b) DNA-induced curvature changes that
lead to enhanced vesicle division.

Artificial Cells Based on Proteins
Because many of the applications proposed
for artiﬁcial cells (134, 195) require proteins,
many researchers have attempted to develop
systems for efﬁcient compartmentalized transcription and translation. Early experiments by
Oberholzer et al. (132) showed that polyuridylic
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acid can be translated into polyphenylalanine
in phospholipid vesicles. Yu et al. (196) and
Nomura et al. (197) synthesized green ﬂuorescent protein in greater yield by using a cell-free
Escherichia coli extract encapsulated in giant
phospholipid vesicles (>1 μm in diameter), but
yields were still limited by the impermeability
of the phospholipid membrane, which made
it impossible to replenish nucleotides and
amino acids. Noireaux & Libchaber (133)
solved the problem of vesicle impermeability
by expressing the α-hemolysin pore protein in
their vesicles, which allowed them to maintain
translation for up to 4 days by adding nutrients
externally. In a further step toward a totally synthetic cell, Murtas et al. (198) incorporated the
PURE (protein synthesis using recombinant
elements) translation system (199), which is
reconstituted from puriﬁed components, into
phospholipid vesicles. Nevertheless, even this
system has a limited lifetime because critical
components degrade or become inactivated.
One of the ultimate goals of this line of
research is for the encapsulated transcription–
translation machinery to regenerate all of the
cell components, which would prolong synthetic activity and ultimately lead to a complete
self-replicating system—in effect, the reconstitution or semisynthesis of a simpliﬁed bacterial cell. However, many challenges must be addressed before this goal can be achieved.
For complex artiﬁcial cells containing elaborate biochemical networks with larger numbers of components, the problem of maintaining the proper balance between replication of
the genome, the biochemical machinery, and
the compartment itself becomes more complex.
Even in relatively simple systems, regulation
can quickly become challenging. For example,
in a recent study the Qβ replicase was translated from Qβ genomic RNA, which was concurrently replicated by the Qβ replicase (128).
In this system, the ribosome and the Qβ replicase inhibited one another’s activity by competing for binding to the Qβ RNA. As a result, efﬁcient genome ampliﬁcation was obtained only
at an optimized ratio of ribosomes to replicase
(129).
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When an artiﬁcial cell divides, its contents
randomly partition into the two daughter cells;
the more components the system has, the
more copies are required to ensure that both
daughter cells acquire at least one copy of each
essential component. Thus, it may become
important to incorporate simple regulatory
feedback mechanisms to keep multicomponent
systems, such as the translation apparatus,
internally balanced during growth. Reliance on
the statistical segregation of many components
may impose a minimum cell size, such that all
components can be synthesized at a high copy
number prior to cell division. Alternatively,
incorporating mechanisms for the nonrandom
segregation of key components may increase
the efﬁciency of cell division.
Yomo and colleagues (178) demonstrated
an interesting way to avoid this problem by
developing an emulsion droplet model of a
replicating artiﬁcial cell. In this system, the
droplets contain a transcription–translation
system. Droplet growth is controlled by fusion with smaller droplets containing fresh
transcription–translation mixture, and division
is controlled by periodic passage of the emulsion through a ﬁlter with pores of a deﬁned size.
The cycle of growth and division is thus manually controlled but can be continued indeﬁnitely, and indeed the system was taken through
almost 200 generations of growth and division.
A genomic RNA coding for the Qβ replicase
was encapsulated; the RNA was replicated by
its encoded replicase. In a remarkable example of the spontaneous emergence of Darwinian
behavior, the RNA and the protein replicase
coevolved enhanced binding afﬁnity and speciﬁcity. This process led, over many generations,
to more efﬁcient synthesis of the replicase and
thus more efﬁcient replication of the RNA. This
system is, in principle, open ended and could be
used to evolve additional RNA-encoded proteins, as long as a means of imposing an appropriate selective pressure can be found. The
demonstration of Darwinian evolution in this
droplet replication system is impressive and
makes this artiﬁcial cell model clearly the most
advanced so far.
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Although gene expression in phospholipid
vesicles is now routine, efforts to translate
proteins that function in the growth or division
of the artiﬁcial cell are still in the early stages. A
step in this direction is the expression in vesicles
of two enzymes from a pathway that produces
phospholipids from glycerol phosphate and
fatty acyl-CoA (162). Although the expected
lipid products were detectable, the efﬁciency
of the synthesis was far too low to result in
measurable membrane growth. In a step toward
internal energy metabolism, a single subunit
of the F1 F0 -ATPase was expressed in vesicles
containing the remaining subunits to complete
the formation of a functional ATPase complex
(200). Although very crude cell division may
not require any cytoskeletal machinery, as
evidenced by the growth of L-form mutant
bacteria (201, 202), more controlled cell division requires the actin and tubulin homologs
mreB and ftsZ. The expression of the actin
homolog mreB in liposomes results in the
assembly of ﬁbril bundles on the membrane
surface, but only if the membrane protein mreC
is coexpressed. Interestingly, the ﬁbril bundles
can perturb the shape of the liposome, suggesting that effects on division may not be too
difﬁcult to reconstitute. Additional pathways
that must be fully reconstituted to enable an
artiﬁcial cell to replicate include the replication
of a moderately large (∼100-kB) DNA genome
and the assembly of functional ribosomes.

FUTURE OF THE FIELD
For nucleic acid–based protocells, the development of a self-replicating genome remains the
most signiﬁcant challenge. Enhancing nonenzymatic template copying through chemical
modiﬁcations (8–10) and/or the use of a mixture of activated mononucleotides and short
oligonucleotides (46) and developing novel
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase ribozymes
are promising avenues of research. Once such
a replication system is developed, it should become possible to construct integrated replicating protocells and then to follow the emergence
of Darwinian evolution in a protocell popula-

tion seeded with random-sequence templates.
Both the selection of metabolic ribozymes with
useful activities, such as phospholipid synthesis
(141), and the evolution of structural RNAs that
modulate cell division are possible outcomes,
but the most interesting possibility may be the
spontaneous emergence of a completely unexpected function. Protocells should be especially
good at selecting for complexes of oligonucleotides that assemble and function together as
ribozymes, given that their relationship will be
maintained as they replicate; such experiments
are essentially impossible in the absence of compartmentalization. Once any RNA that confers
an advantage on its host cell emerges, there
should be strong selection for the emergence
of ribozymes that enhance replication efﬁciency
and accuracy. Such experiments may eventually shed light on the emergence of metabolism
and translation and may address the question of
the cellular complexity attainable in an RNAbased cell. Protocell research has already contributed to the development of plausible pathways and geochemical scenarios for the origin
of life (78, 203), and an improved understanding
of the requirements for protocell reproduction
should further constrain such models. Nucleic
acid–based protocells are generally considered
to have fewer practical applications than those
capable of expressing proteins. However, given
the wide variety of aptamers and ribozymes that
have been isolated (204) and the rapid developments in the ﬁelds of biosensing (205), DNA
nanotechnology (206), and computation (207),
the functional potential of nucleic acids should
not be underestimated.
For artiﬁcial cellular systems based on internal protein expression, an entirely different set
of challenges lies ahead. In essence, all pathways
required for the growth and division of a minimal bacterial cell must be fully reconstituted
to function with an efﬁciency approaching that
observed in extant biological cells. Thus, DNA
replication, transcription, and translation;
ribosome assembly; and membrane synthesis
must all be reconstituted and built into the
design of the artiﬁcial cell. In the process of
building and combining these substrates, many
www.annualreviews.org • Progress Toward Synthetic Cells
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interesting questions can be addressed. For
example, can all of metabolism be avoided
simply by incorporating membrane channels
and supplying nutrients externally? With
respect to self-assembly, are there components
other than the genome and the membrane
that can be made only in an autocatalytic or
self-templated manner? Candidates for such
materials include the peptidoglycan cell wall,
which grows by addition of new material to
old, and membrane protein chaperones that are
required for their own folding (208). Only the
complete reconstitution of a living cell from
puriﬁed components will prove that all such
self-templating materials and processes have
been identiﬁed. The synthesis of a living artiﬁcial cell from components will open the door to
many more adventurous lines of research, such
as the synthesis of so-called enantio-life, in
which all components have reversed chirality
(209), and the synthesis of cells with furtherreduced complexity, which would approximate
the nature of intermediates in the evolutionary
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path from protocells to modern life. It may
even become possible to assemble cells in
which the standard biopolymers are replaced
with altered versions, so as to explore the range
of molecular diversity that is compatible with
cellular life. Finally, there is no shortage of proposed applications for artiﬁcial cells (134, 195,
210); they range from the biosynthesis of pharmaceuticals (211) or biofuels (212) to advanced
drug-delivery technology, in which artiﬁcial
cells would be engineered to control the timing
and site of drug release. Artiﬁcial cells could
be designed to continuously synthesize and
deliver a drug within a human host (210); signal
to and modify the behavior of natural cells;
or carry out functions usually performed by
healthy human cells, such as the transport of
oxygen through the blood (213). The exciting
challenge of the synthesis of life from nonliving
components, combined with the potential for
transformative applications, will undoubtedly
drive progress in this ﬁeld for many years to
come.

FUTURE ISSUES
1. Investigators should overcome the barriers to nonenzymatic nucleic acid replication,
including the slow rate of A:U copying, G:U wobble pairing, strand separation after
copying, and in situ nucleotide activation.
2. There is a need to develop a smaller polymerase ribozyme with a lower requirement for
Mg2+ , which would increase its stability to hydrolysis.
3. Simpler and more robust methods of phospholipid vesicle growth and division are
required.
4. Experiments should aim to improve compatibility between nucleic acid replication and
vesicle replication, especially the instability of fatty acid vesicles in the presence of divalent
cations, which are required for RNA replication.
5. Investigators should achieve replication of the translational machinery for increased autonomy of protein-based protocells.
6. Nucleic acid replication must be templated by preexisting nucleic acids. Are there other
cellular structures that require a preformed template for their replication, for example,
components of the cell wall?
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